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1.0 PROJECT CONTEXT
Introduction
Krauatungalung Walk is being designed as an all
abilities accessible walking circuit around Cunninghame Arm, east of the famous Lakes Entrance
Footbridge. The circuit aims to complement and
link the existing uses and facilities of the foreshore.

PROPOSED SITE

Krauatungalung Walk, named after the traditional
landowners, will be a practical demonstration of
respect and healing by increasing our mutual
understanding of the rich Indigenous heritage of
Lakes Entrance.
The circuit will tell stories of the local Indigenous
community, while providing an opportunity to
develop an active community and help provide
improve all abilities access within Lakes Entrance.
Krauatungalung Walk will further enhance Lakes
Entrance as a tourist and enviable lifestyle destination.
The following report outlines the development of
the draft concept design and preconstruction
proposal
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Site Context
The site, located on the foreshore between the Lakes Entrance footbridge and Hammocks Bridge, Eastern
Beach, presents an opportunity for the development of an all abilities accessible safe walking circuit.
Being close to the town centre, existing amenities and surf club, the site offers a unique design opportunity to
link in and complement the existing foreshore developments. The existing site currently has a well-developed
shared pathway on the northern side of Cunninghame Arm foreshore. With the development of ‘linking’ boardwalks and pathways, this circuit can create a dynamic, active and attractive asset that offers a unique cultural
experience for all members of the community. The site has a strategic position directly within the prominent
foreshore area, which is the central public area of Lakes Entrance.
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2.0 SITE ANALYSIS
Site Connections
The location of the walking circuit is part of the prominent foreshore area for the township of Lakes Entrance.
Due to its proximity and connection to the foreshore, the walking circuit will become a key feature in the central foreshore area.
There will be a number of entry and key ‘break out’ nodes to the walking circuit. The significant entry access has been derived
from the intersection of the main pedestrian movements surrounding the footbridge. The location of the ‘break out’ nodes have
been considered when designing the walking circuit to ensure users have an opportunity to rest and be immersed in culture.
Existing vehicle access and parking associated with the site will remain.
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Visual Connections
It is essential for the design of the all abilities walking circuit to allow and encour- age
clear views throughout the entire circuit.
Ensuring clear views of the entire circuit will
create a passive and natural surveillance
providing a safe and secure atmosphere for
those utilising the walking circuit.
These views will further allow for improved
appreciation of the natural environment.
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Edge Connections
There are a number of connections that apply to the design of the walking circuit. The most significant connec-tion being the interaction of the local roads, driveways and private properties. These connections and the
desire to provide a safe, secure accessible walking circuit has been key in designing the continuous walking
circuit, while maintaining the privacy and aesthetics of the residential properties. Other significant connections
have been identified as the foreshore and footbridge, the surf club precinct, and the Eastern Beach playground.
These connections provide a number of opportunities to increase length of visitation throughout the walk. The
design of the walking circuit will build on new developments proposed for the foreshore / footbridge area.
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Environmental Conditions
A detailed environmental assessment has been conducted to examine the significance of
any environmental impacts and identify means to eliminate or mitigate any impacts to the
natural or cultural values of the location.
The foreshore to the south-east of the footbridge is identified as a significant nature
precinct. The design of the circuit will mitigate existing environmental damage through adhoc pedestrian access by constructing a raised boardwalk, thus minimising environmental
damage and reducing vegetation loss.
The foreshore to the north-east is showing significant signs of erosion. The designs
considered in this location have taken into account a number of options to reduce and slow
the impacts of erosion, while maintaining uninterrupted views and water access.
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Cultural Heritage Connections
It is essential for the design of the circuit to
provide a greater understanding of the rich
Indigenous heritage of Lakes Entrance
accurately and sensitively.
An Aboriginal Advisory Committee has been
formed to develop concepts and ensure this is
achieved.
A number of cultural heritage considerations
impact this site. These are due to the site being
located on the foreshore and being an essential
area for food and supplies throughout the
Indigenous communities.
Traditional landowners of Gippsland, the
Gunaikurnai people, along with the local
Indigenous elders have been consulted on a
number of levels in relation to this circuit. A
detailed cultural heritage management plan will
be required once detailed design is developed.
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3.0 CONCEPTUAL PROGRESS
Design Vision
The walking circuit will offer a number of recreational, social and cultural opportunities for the residents and visitors of Lakes Entrance.
Acknowledging the diverse demographic of Lakes Entrance residents and the visitors attracted to the area, the design was developed to
ensure a pleasurable experience for people of all abilities.
Lakes Entrance has a number of walking trails and tracks which require some level of physical ability. The primary focus of this walking
circuit is to offer an experience regardless of your physical ability. The walking circuit design is integrated into the surrounding foreshore
facilities, building on existing foreshore shared pathways and infrastructure. Adding to these pathways ensures that the ‘missing links’ in
existing pathway networks are developed and completed. The design vision was to ensure the ‘missing link’ between the developed foreshore pathway and Eastern Beach Road, addressed issues of erosion, while maintaining privacy and complementing the natural beauty of
the area.
Launching ramps for kayaks and stand-up paddleboards have been introduced to the area, offering an opportunity to easily access the
water. Well-placed ramps will also offer opportunities for people in wheelchairs to access small sandy beach areas.
Landscape furniture, such as seating, is included within the interpretive ‘break out areas.’ Additional drinking fountains will be included along
the northern side of the walking circuit.
Krauatungalung Walk has been designed to blend into the environment, while providing a canvas for the rich Indigenous stories and heritage
to be shared with the residents and visitors alike.
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Cultural Design Vision
Krauatungalung Walk will be a practical demonstration of healing the people
through providing a greater understanding and acceptance of cultural diversities.
The ‘break out’ areas will provide a canvas for sharing storylines that speak to
the rich Indigenous heritage of Lakes Entrance and the several phases of land
uses.
The cultural design will ensure integration with new developments throughout
Lakes Entrance to further build on and strengthen the cultural experience the
town can offer.
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Design Materials
The walking circuit will incorporate a range of composite materials which have been selected to create a
hard wearing and low maintenance structure that blends well with the natural environment. The boardwalk
composite will ensure minimal environmental disruption by allowing the penetration of light. Existing gravel
shared pathways will be upgraded to concrete to ensure they meets the key focus to provide an all abilities
walking circuit.
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Draft Concept Development
As a result of initial community consultation, a number of changes have been undertaken. The inclusion of the feedback and design
amendments suggested by community members ensures they have a degree of ownership over the walking circuit.
The major changes to the circuit design was a result of the adjoining landowners wanting a less engineered, more natural approach to the
‘missing link’ section on McKillops Lane. The initial draft concept designs included a seawall, with a combination concrete and grid mesh
shared pathway design – consistent with the new esplanade developments. The removal of the seawall concept allowed for a significantly
less engineered design and the inclusion of a raised grid mesh boardwalk. This resulted in a more natural, subtle defined boardwalk.
This design also ensures access to the water and sandy beach area is maintained, albeit slightly modified.
The proposed ‘boomerang’ pedestrian bridge design was accepted as practical demonstration of cultures coming together. However, the
community support for the additional bridge was not overwhelming as a pedestrian bridge already exists.
This concept design process offered a modest design for the surf club area. This area has the potential to be expanded and would require
a higher level of community consultation prior to final development.
The overwhelming wider community support for the proposed walking circuit endorses the significant community benefit which will be
gained by developing an all abilities walking circuit immersed in a rich cultural experience.

EXISTING

FIRST CONCEPT

CURRENT CONCEPT
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4.0 DESIGN PROPOSAL
WALKING CIRCUIT

Indigenous ‘Breakout’ Points
1.
Borun and Tuk Entry to circuit
2.
Traditional Land Owners Information
3.
Pelican Point
4.
Pedestrian Bridge
5.
Rotunda – ‘Meeting Place’

Existing Assets
6.
Esplanade Car Park
7.
Foreshore Car Park
8.
Foreshore Toilets
9.
Existing Picnic Tables
10.
Lakes Entrance Surf Club
11.
Surf Side Toilets
12.
Paddleboat Shed
13.
Eastern Beach Car Park
14.
Eastern Beach Playground
15.
Eastern Beach Playground Toilet
16.
Eastern Beach Playground Car Park
17.
Esplanade East Car Park
18.
Esplanade Long Vehicle Car Park

Proposed Assets
19.
Proposed Foreshore Playground
20.
‘Missing Link’ Grid Mesh Boardwalk
21.
Rest Area/seating
22.
Rest Area/Seating
23.
Pelican Point Lookout, Rest Area/Seating
24.
‘Missing Link’ Grid Mesh Boardwalk and Path upgrade
25.
Kayak Launching
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Design Sections

SECTION 1

SECTION 4

SECTION 3

SECTION 2

The walking circuit can be divided into four identifiable sections:
Section 1 Foreshore park and Surf Club Precinct
Section 2 ‘Missing Link’ Southern Boardwalk
Section 3 Boomerang Pedestrian Bridge
Section 4 ‘Missing Link’ Northern Boardwalk
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Section 1 Eastern Foreshore Park to Surf Club Precinc
Located in the prominent location of the Lakes Entrance foreshore, section 1 includes:
-The existing northern shared pathway
-Foreshore area including the rotunda
-Existing iconic footbridge
-Surf club precinct to the southern boardwalk
This proposal will upgrade and enhance the existing infrastructure by introducing launching pads for kayaks and standup paddleboards.
Upgrading the existing ‘paddleboat’ area and landscaping the surf club precinct will welcome visitors to the 90mile beach and create a sense
of pride for the residents of Lakes Entrance.
Section 1 offers the perfect opportunity to deepen the understanding and respect of the Aboriginal culture in a way that has never been done
before, in such a high profile location in East Gippsland. This section will host three of the five Aboriginal Interpretive ‘break outs’.
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Section 1 Eastern Foreshore Park to Surf Club Precinc (Continued)

Break-out 1, located at the entrance to the footbridge and Krauatungalung Walk, will feature a display of the five shields identifying each clan
of the Gunaikurnai people. The shields will be appropriately positioned facing their traditional country and will be made from corten steel
Break-out 2, located at the entrance to the surf club precinct, will be the creation story of Borun and Tuk. The story of creation starts with
Borun, the Pelican and Tuk, the musk duck. Borun and Tuk, married and became the mother and father of the five clans, the creators of
Gunaikurnai.
The final break-out area for this section is Break-out 5, located on the township side would offer a prominent and fitting location for a
‘common place’. This break-out has been designed as the completion of the Krauatungalung Walk and would be the gathering place for all
cultural diversities, it will be a practical demonstration of people of all backgrounds in one central location learning, sharing and harmonizing
together in mutual respect and acceptance.
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Section 2 “Missing Link” Southern Boardwalk: Surf Club Precinct to Eastern Beach

Located on the southern side of Cunninghame Arm, this 1.8km boardwalk will
provide the missing link from the surf club precinct to Eastern Beach.
The crucial development of the raised southern boardwalk will help protect environmentally sensitive areas, currently impacted by uncontrolled foot traffic and
assist in its regeneration.
Similar to section 1, section 2 will immerse visitors in the Aboriginal culture, taking
them on a journey to break out area 3 – Pelican Point, where you are encouraged
to sit and appreciate the land and your surrounds. Ideally located along the southern boardwalk will be quotes from Local Aboriginal Elders, sharing their experiences and knowledge of the area.
Section 2 is fundamental in meeting the objectives of this proposal – to provide an
all abilities walking circuit, rich in Aboriginal Culture.
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Section 3 Eastern Beach to Northern Boardwalk

Located at the eastern most end of the proposed Krauatungalung Walk, the Boomerang bridge has been included
to not only provide safe all abilities access linking the
southern side of Cunninghame Arm to the northern side, it
will be the cultural break-out area 4.
The installation of the Boomerang bridge will be a practical transition connecting the cultural experience with the
modern European settlement of Lakes Entrance.
Whilst section 3’s main feature will be the Boomerang
bridge, the upgrade and extension of the existing walking
paths are required to ensure this section of the walk
meets the all-abilities criteria.
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Section 4 ‘Missing Link’ Northern Boardwalk

Section 4 ‘Missing Link’ Northern Boardwalk
Located on the northern side of Cunninghame Arm, this
400mt boardwalk will provide the missing link from Eastern Beach to the existing foreshore all abilities shared
pathway.
The crucial development of the northern boardwalk will
address and limit the impact of existing erosion on the
foreshore, whilst providing a safe, and accessible boardwalk directly from Eastern Beach to Lakes Entrance.
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Section 1 - Surf Club Precinct
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Section 1 - Pzddle Boat Shed
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Section 1 - Launching Ramp
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Section 2 - “Missing Link” Southern Boardwalk
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Section 3 - Pedestrian Bridge
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Section 4 - “Missing Link” Northern Boardwalk
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5.0 ESTIMATE COSTS
Proposed KRAUATUNGALUNG WALK
Preliminaries
Detailed design and construct consultant fees, detailed engineering of boardwalk and
structures, including geo-technology analysis
Cultural Heritage & Environmental Compliance
Development of a Cultural Heritage Management Plan, Native Vegetation Offset
compliance fees, Marine and Coastal Act compliance fees
TOTAL PRELIMINARIES
SECTION 1 Eastern Foreshore Park to Surf Club Precinct
Indigenous interpretation (Sculptures, story boards, art work for break out areas 1
($50,000), 2($62,000) and 5($95,000)
Surf Club precinct – Landscaping including path construction
Launching Ramp – Kayak, Paddle Boards etc
Project Management and contingency
TOTAL SECTION 1
SECTION 2 “Missing Link” Southern Boardwalk: Surf Club Precinct to Eastern
Beach
Boardwalk construction (1.8km)
Indigenous interpretation for break out area 3
Project Management and contingency
TOTAL SECTION 2
SECTION 3 Eastern Beach to Northern Boardwalk
‘Boomerang’ Pedestrian bridge
Existing path upgrade
Indigenous Interpretation break out area 4
Project Management and contingency
TOTAL SECTION 3
SECTION 4 Northern Boardwalk
Boardwalk construction (400mt)
Foreshore renourishment
TOTAL SECTION 4
TOTAL PROJECT COST Est

$100,000
$250,000

$350,000
$207,000
$413,000
$30,000
$65,000
$715,000

$3,012,000
$18,000
$303,000
$3,333,000
$750,000
$200,000
$40,000
$99,000
$1,089,000
$910,000
$53,000
$963,000
$6,450,000

Note: This estimate is based on currently available industry prices. Environmental and Cultural Heritage costs are prone to fluctuation. Archistyle and Lake Tyers Beach Design have based the
proposal costs on recently tendered projects on Foreshore Development.
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6.0 CONCLUSION
Conclusion
The final concept looks to resolve the ‘missing links’ connecting the township of Lakes Entrance to Eastern Beach while providing a
safe and secure all abilities walking circuit.
Krauatungalung Walk will be a practical demonstration of healing by immersing the walker in the natural and cultural land- scape,
creating strong connections of respect and understanding of cultural diversities.
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